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Message from the Chief Patron

Founders of Institute of Technology & Future Trends (ITFT) have been visionary defence officers who laid foundation of this organization to serve the mother India by setting up this pioneer and premier institution in Service Industry. The programs undertaken at ITFT are not only innovative in nature but also interdisciplinary in nature which fulfill the global requirements. Besides providing quality education, each student is required to undergo training in skills as 'on the job training' for one complete semester.

Another peculiar feature of ITFT is that it has a unique concept of "Finishing School" which has ornamental value for each student as it trains them in Commutative Skills, Entrepreneurial Abilities, Managerial & Life Management Skills.

Over the past 24 years, the Institute has made both name and fame and has thus earned a Brand Name in the field of education in general and tertiary sector in particular. This Institution is affiliated to Inder Kumar Gujral Punjab Technical University, a Punjab State University, which is recognized by University Grant Commission, New Delhi.

I invite wards of Defence Forces, Para Military Forces and Police personnel to join this institute for building up the career and future of their children. Besides imparting quality education to its students, the children of all the forces are granted 10 per cent concession in course fee throughout their degree and post degree programs.

ITFT is a platform where a student joins, qualify his/her degree or post degree program, goes for part time job (if urgency). Further, ITFT ensures that each student should have holistic personality development with social etiquettes, etc.

Lt Gen K J Singh, (Retd)
(PVSM, AVSM and Bar)
Chief Patron
Message from the Principal

My Dear Young Students,

Welcome to Portals of ITFT College, New Chandigarh. It is a premier and pioneering institution known for its commitment to Academic Excellence, Human Resource Development and Life Management Skills through its unique institute of Finishing School. ITFT has earned a brand name over 24 years in Service Industry/sector due to which it has provided high-level pragmatic programmes in the areas of Aviation, Hospitality, Tourism, Media & Entertainment, IT, Management and Life Management Skills etc.

ITFT has a relatively young, committed, well-qualified and industry-oriented faculty which has produced a number of university top position holders and ensured high placement for all. The faculty members, apart from being doctorates, post graduate degree holders with additional qualifications of post graduate diplomas in allied fields of their study have also qualified NET and SLET Qualifications. Apart from it, the entire staff of the institute is Google Level I & II Qualified.

ITFT College, backed with rich experience, since its inception and its association with the service sector, has developed a solid supply chain with industries and corporates in general and the service industry in particular. The whole process has helped this institution to pave way for better future for its students. It is the first institute in Asia to set up a dedicated Finishing School where its all students are trained in Life Management Skills (LMS), Employability Skills, Entrepreneurial Skills, ICT and Digital Skills, Communicative Skills, Management skills, Social Etiquette etc for placement in the best companies of India and Abroad.

To conclude, I assure you that at ITFT, the focus is placed on sharing and participative teaching-learning-evaluation-research-consultancy rather than restricting to theoretical classroom teaching. The whole academic process at this institute is in consonance with the mission of ITFT i.e – "Education for Employment and Entrepreneurship". The endeavour of the institution has always been to attain highest pinnacles of success for its students in the fields of Business, Industry, Government Departments & the Corporate World.

Wishing you a Grand Success in life

Col Inder Mohan (Retd.)
Principal
“All Power is within you; you can do anything and everything"

Welcome to ITFT COLLEGE

Slowly but gradually, there is a dramatic shift taking place in the goals of the young Indian students. No longer aspiring for a regular job after earning a professional degree, they seek adventure and novelty even at their workplace. Technology has revolutionized their thinking, given wings to their dreams and a sense of purpose to their plans. They are restless, raring to go and in a rush to keep up with the demands of a consumer-driven world.

ITFT which was established in April 1994 at Chandigarh, has been adhering to its founding principles of emerging as a premier, multi-faculty, co-educational, centre of excellence for research, academics and skills’ development in the service industry. Since the last 24 years, it has continued to develop quality human capital for the service sector, emerging as a premier educational, training and research institute of North India and is the only one in the country offering advanced courses at par with international standards in Aviation, Tourism, Hospitality, Media and Entertainment, IT and Management.

The sprawling ITFT college campus at New Chandigarh has state-of-the-art infrastructure, and model learning centre for its students. We understand the changing market demand and accordingly adhere our curriculum to the same so as to empower our students to keep up with the time. Currently, the college offers Three Post Graduate and Five undergraduate degrees under the IKG Punjab Technical University, Jalandhar. Since its inception, more than 35,000 students have been trained and placed in various national and multinational companies and corporate houses of repute.

Through the integrated courses, extensive training and skills’ development at our unique Finishing School for life management skills, employability skills and personality growth, students at ITFT are prodded to excel as employees and employers. We train you to build careers, not just jobs.
Welcome to College Campus

ITFT CAMPUS
The ITFT College campus at New Chandigarh is equipped with futuristic infrastructure, being a model learning center for its students. Stretched over 6 acres, it is about 12 kms from PGI, and provides an ambiance that sparks intellectual thinking and academic interaction. The facilities on the campus include fully digital classrooms with overhead projectors, academic and administrative blocks, modern & well-equipped computer labs, well-stocked library and the Finishing School to add that extra edge to each student.

SMART CLASSROOMS
All the 30 classrooms are equipped with multimedia and audio-visual equipments to facilitate effective learning. They are designed to promote maximum interaction between the faculty and the students.

MEDIA LAB
The infrastructure of media lab meets competitive and international standards of an institute catering to train media aspirants. The facilities and equipments in Media Lab include

- A Television Studio with 4 DSLR cameras, professional lights beside the equipments
- An editing lab armed with iMac machines loaded with Final Cut Pro and an assemblage of software match the process
- The Radio broadcasting branch with facility of live broadcast and with radio studio and relevant editing software
- Lesson in print journalism include knowledge of desktop editing, Copy editing, News Paper and Magazine layout designing (Coral Draw and Adobe Photoshop)

COMPUTER LABS
We have 4 Computer Labs with Internet Connectivity.
IT INFRASTRUCTURE
The College has a state of the art computer center with a campus-wide LAN network facility all interconnected with a 100Mbps Ethernet connectivity. Every workplace on the campus, including faculty rooms, offices, computer labs, library and administrative offices, has network connectivity with internet access. There are 5 computer labs with more than high end computer systems. Each system is installed with the latest multi-user operating system and antivirus software. The wide WiFi network provides internet access to the students at their own convenience.

CAFETERIA
A hygienic and well-maintained canteen is provided for all students and staff within the campus.

PLAYGROUND
Playground and playtime are vitally important to children for their fun and relaxation as well as for their good health and well-being. The College has one playground and one basketball court along with the indoor games room.

FINISHING SCHOOL
ITFT Finishing School is the concept that reaches its horizon beyond 3E’s-Education, Employment & Entrepreneurship. It trains and works towards providing skills that touch the basics of life, and enforces the professional, personal and holistic growth of an individual. ITFT Finishing School works on an agenda towards empowering the inner potential for a fulfilling and efficient life.
ITFT has a unique teaching methodology that incorporates learning, skills and self-development with a pedagogy/ curriculum that is entertaining, stimulating and rewarding. ITFT Finishing School’s tailor made courses channelize individual energies towards a balanced, enriching life, meeting goals set forth. We utilize Content, Infrastructure, Systems and Digital Technology aids that enhance learning outcomes, developed in over three decades of experience in the education field, it finely blends into modern and futuristic industry set up and demand.
Library

ITFT College Library is well stocked with latest books and magazines. It has one motto to provide books to each student and staff members according to their need. Library has subscribed 11 newspapers in Hindi, English & Punjabi, so that every student can read according to their own convenience. Moreover, we have handouts as well as previous five year’s question bank for students to get more information related with their course work. ITFT Library has stored old project files submitted by alumni that can be used by students through special request to get better understanding.

ITFT library has good courseware books of all the subjects i.e. Tourism, Management, Mathematics, English, Computer and many more. Library has also good collection of Novels, Short- Stories, Poetry, Encyclopedias, Motivational books, which stimulates reading habits in students. The library at ITFT College has Open Access System. Students are allowed to get minimum two books issued for 15 days. Library issues membership cards to the students and staff. Every semester library is updated with new edition of books so that students get latest information. The college library also has facilities of photocopier and computerized print outs to all students at very low cost.

In addition to this, library has vast digital section, which can be used by the students in their laptops in the library premises.

Timing is very convenient for all students as the library opens at 9:00 am and remains open till 5:00 pm. Moreover, if any student wants to sit in the library for study purpose after the classes he/she can sit there till the library is open.

DESCRIPTIONS-
- Subjected and Non-Subjected Books
- Magazines
- Newspapers
- Hand-Outs
- Old Projected Files
- Previous Years Question Papers
- Digital Material
- PTU study material
Bachelor of Tourism and Travel Management (BTTM)

Eligibility: +2 in any stream
Duration: 4 Years

Bachelor of Tourism and Travel Management, a 4-year full-time regular is a Professional Degree which is recognised globally. This Graduate Program has 8 Semesters including 2 Semesters (IVth and VIIth) are meant for On-The-Job Training, Skill Development and Project Work. This Degree Program aims at laying a very strong foundation for Tourism & Travel Industry. This Program covers all the facets of not only Tourism and Travel but also Airlines and Hospitality Management. During these 4 years, the Students are imparted advanced knowledge and training so that they have exposure to the popular and commonly used concepts like Marketing Management, Tours Planning, Skills in Economising, Packaging, Ticketing, etc. The Student are also equipped to know how the application of various concepts used and applied both intensively and extensively in the Tourism Industry. Graduates in this degree program “Bachelor of Tourism and Travel Management” shall also build up a strong working knowledge base of all the aspects of Airlines and Hospitality Management.
The Media and Entertainment Industries are two of the fastest growing sectors in the country. India, being the largest producer of films in the world, has enhanced the scope of employment in the Entertainment Industry. The Film and TV industry has also constantly grown because it is a major source of Entertainment for the Indian Masses. We offer a Bachelor of Management Studies (Media, Entertainment and Film Technology) which prepares students for careers in this sector by providing them an edge with on-field training and project writing (Dissertation).

**Bachelor of Management Studies (Media Entertainment & Film Technology)**

**Eligibility:** +2 in any stream  
**Duration:** 3 Years
BBA (Bachelor of Business Administration)

Eligibility : +2 in any stream
Duration : 3 Years

Bachelor of Business Administration or BBA is a 3-year professional undergraduate course in Business Management. BBA course equips you with the right knowledge and skills in business and management and impart knowledge of the principles which are perfect for a career in the corporate world. A degree in Business Administration solidifies your base for your future Business and management career goals. Successful graduates of this course can opt for a range of jobs from sectors like finance, marketing, sales, management, government and education.
BBA (Service Industry Management)

Eligibility: +2 in any stream
Duration: 3 Years

A three-year Degree Program in BBA (Service Industry Management) is tailor-made for those who wish to be professionals in various service industries ranging from Food Services to Health Care, Retail to Whole-Sale Marketing and Trading, Hospitality & Public Relations for Tourism, Banking, Insurance, Advertising and Sales Management. This Program incorporates both intensive and extensive training to students in handling various jobs and professions.
BBA (Rural Development)

Eligibility: +2 in any stream
Duration: 3 Years

Even after 70 years of Independence, the Economy of India continues to be Rural dominated where most of the development programmes of the Government of India are focused. As there is a big scope of development in the Rural economy, a degree programme non as BBA (Rural Development) was devised and initiated by ITFT College. The course has vast scope of employment in development-oriented schemes of the union and State Governments. The degree holders of this course have vast job opportunities as Policy Analysts and Planners, Programme Coordinators, Managers or Officials in Government or Private Organisations, Development Trainers, Researchers and Consultants in Research Institutions, NGOs, CBOs, and other Rural Institutions and Managers dealing in Micro Finance.
B.Sc (Mobile Computing & Internet)

Eligibility : +2 in any stream
Duration : 3 Years

Presently mobiles and internet have become integral part of our day-to-day life. Keeping this in mind, we have designed a three-year Bachelors Degree Programme non as B.Sc. (Mobile Computing & Internet) which covers diverse topics such as Cloud Computing, Wireless Security, Computer Architecture, Mobile Application Development, Web Development, Data Base Management, M-Commerce and Programming Languages. It provides students with ample of job opportunities and skills formation which help them to venture into jobs, profession and business.
Masters of Tourism and Travel Management (MTTM)

Eligibility: Graduation in any stream
Duration: 2 Years

Master of Tourism and Travel Management is a 2-year full-time Post-Graduation Professional program in Travel and Tourism course. The eligibility for which is to qualify Bachelor’s degree in any Stream from any recognized university. The program consists of field trips and varied activities, requiring students to have the zeal to learn about the diversity of Tourism, Airlines & Hospitality Industry. In addition, pupils who have good interpersonal skills are considered to be added a beneficial aspect to pursue this program. Candidates who possess the zeal and patience to work in challenging schedules are considered suitable for the program.
Masters of Management Studies (Service Industry)

Eligibility: Graduation in any stream
Duration: 2 Years

For the development of an economy in the present times, the Service Industry plays a pivotal role. In India, a major share in the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) comes from the Tertiary Sector, which is otherwise known as the Service Sector. A big chunk of income coming from this sector has always drawn attention of several Planners and Policy Makers. The course, so designed aims at paving the way for developing the qualities of leadership and also developing competence in strategic management issues related to service industry and its segments. The curriculum provides advanced learning and skills and help in making the students competent and well-versed with soft skills like Communicative Skills, Retail Sales and Marketing Skills, etc. This Programme develops critical thinking among its learners and also induces them to resort to quality, innovation and research in the field of service industry management. This induces the students either to excel in Service Industry Jobs or venture into their own business or trade.
M.A. Journalism & Mass Communication

Eligibility: Graduation in any stream
Duration: 2 Years

The MA Journalism & Mass Communication is designed for students yearning for taking up careers in the field of Mass Communication, Media & Journalism. A thorough teaching and practical exposure will be given to each student in theories of Mass Media Research as well as related areas. The syllabus is designed in such a way that the latest developments in the ever-changing media sector can be easily incorporated in classroom teaching. Beside this, the course gives an insight into the Management, Business, Legal and Financial aspects of Media apart from imparting knowledge of Mass Communication like print, Electronic and other Social Media.
VIBRATIONS AT ITFT COLLEGE
Sports

There goes a good proverb “All work and no play makes Jack a dull boy”.

Games and sports are not only important for success in studio but it is important for success in every walk of our life. Games and sports include all outdoor and indoor games and also athletics.

Games and sports may be of various kinds. Apart from school or college sports, boys and girls may practice races, jumps, discuss throw and javelin throw and thus pass their afternoon in useful activities. They may play various games like football, cricket, hockey, volleyball, basketball, badminton etc.

In addition to the academics our college gives special attention towards inter-college sports meet where student participates with full energy and zeal to excel the performance. Our college is equipped with all the required sports requisitions to bring out the best in each student, the college also relaxes their conditions of attendance requirements.

Our college sports team participates in inter-college tournaments in the following stated games:

Women: Chess, Table Tennis, Athletics, Softball, Tug of War, Basketball, Volleyball, Badminton, Cricket, Football, Futsal, Kho-Kho.

Men: Football, Futsal, Cricket, Basketball, Volleyball, Table Tennis, Athletics, Badminton, Kabaddi, Kho-Kho, Handball, Trekking & Adventure activities.
CELEBRITIES VISITED ITFT COLLEGE

Varun Sharma
Alumni ITFT (FUKREY Fame)
Every Student is prepared for Corporate Sector through ITFT FINISHING SCHOOL which is located within College Campus.
Academic with Life Management Skills

- Mock Interviews
- Personified Personality
- Aptitude cum Psychometric Test
- Personal Grooming
- Basic ICT Lab
- Communication Lab
- Soft Skill Lab
- English Language Lab
- Dinning Etiquette
- Group Discussion
- Creative & Logical Thinking Lab
- Music Lab
EXAMINATION

House Tests for Semester Examinations
The college conducts two Mid Semesters Tests during the academic session and each student is required to compulsorily appear in these mid semester tests. No student is allowed to appear in these tests without holding a valid college Identity Card.

First Mid Semester Test.
The first MST will be conducted in the first week of October and will be of 3 hours duration.

Second Mid Semester Test.
The Second MST will be conducted in the first week of March and will be of 3 hours duration.

House Test Rules.
- Absent will be marked for the student who fails to appear in these exams and will be awarded zero in that paper(s).
- A fine of Rs 100/ will be imposed on the student who will not appear in these tests without prior approval.
- A student using unfair means in the examination is fined accordingly to the gravity of the offence. It may lead to expulsion or detention.
- Punjab Technical University's Semester Examinations
- Punjab Technical University's Semester Examinations will be held in Nov/Dec and May/June every year.
- Eligibility Conditions for Appearing in the Examinations.
- Each student is required to fill up the University Form in October & March for semester exams which will be sent to the PTU along with University Fees. The filling of the examination form is subject to the following conditions
  - The student has displayed good conduct during the semester as a bonafide student of the college.
  - The student has attended at least 75% of the lectured delivered in each subject both in theory & practical classes.
  - If the required percentage of attendance is deficient due to certain sports/NCC/NSS/extra curricular activities, educational tours etc, credit may be given by the principal subject to prior approval.

SCHOLARSHIP

1. 50% concession shall be granted to the wards of all employees of ITFT Education Group.
2. For other Meritorious Students from General Category, these Scholarships shall be applicable only if their parents' annual income is below Rs 3,00,000 (3 lakhs). These scholarships shall be the recognition of genuinely poor cum meritorious students who seek admission at ITFT College. However, these students are required to qualify aptitude test cum interview. The amount of scholarship shall be determined as per the following:
   - Students with 70 - 75 % marks at +2 level shall be granted 20% concession in tuition fee.
   - Students with 75 - 80 % marks at +2 level shall be granted 30% concession in tuition fee.
   - Students with 80 - 85 % marks at +2 level shall be granted 40% concession in tuition fee.
   - Students with 85 - 90 % marks at +2 level shall be granted 50% concession in tuition fee.
   - Students with 90 % and above at +2 level shall be granted 100% concession in Tuition fee.

2. 10% DISCOUNT TO FOLLOWING CATEGORIES
   - Single Girl Child
   - Child of Single Parent
   - Child of War Widow
   - Students from J & K
   - SC/ST Students
   - All Para Military Forces
   - Child of Central/State Govt. Employee.
ACADEMIC RULES & REGULATIONS

Students are required to comply with the rules and regulations of the PTU/ITFT as listed below which may be modified or amended any time during the academic year.

1. **Eligibility:** For Bachelor Degree Programme and any Certificate or Diploma Course, the eligibility is 10+2, from any Senior Secondary Board of India recognised by its State Government or from foreign countries, equivalence of which is determined as per Association of Indian Universities (AIU). For Master Degree Programme or Advance Diploma Course, the eligibility is Graduation in any stream by a University of India and/or its affiliated Colleges/Institutes and for Foreign Graduate Degree its equivalence is determined as per Association of Indian Universities (AIU). At the time of admission, all applicants are required to produce original along with self attested Certificates / DMCs, Migration Certificates, Gap Year Affidavit (if required) and Date of Birth Certificate.

2. **Admission:** In case, a student is absent for a week from the commencement of the Programme, his/her seat shall be declared vacant and next candidate on the list shall be granted admission and no refunds will be made. In case of student who vacated the seat, no refund of fee or funds shall be admissible.

3. **Teaching Schedule:** Teaching shall be as prescribed by IKG Punjab Technical University Jalandhar for their Programmes including online / correspondence courses.

4. **Examination:** Examinations are conducted as per the University schedule. Overall scores are calculated on the basis of marks obtained in the Semester Exam (weightage 60%) and Internal Assessment (weightage 40%). The pass percentage of marks is 40%. For each assignment, presentation, performance in mid semester examination, group discussion, attendance, dress sense and active class performance. If a student fails to clear any of the examinations he / she shall be allowed to reappear by paying the applicable fee as per university rules.

Students shall also pay their semester examination fee separately.

5. **Class Performance:** Parents are requested to meet the Teaching Staff at least once in each semester to appraise themselves of the performance of their wards. Separate marks are reserved for the students participation in the class, their attendance, dress sense and active participation in various activities conducted by ITFT.

6. **Syllabi Alteration:** The Institute and the University reserves the right to modify and update the syllabi mid-session to make it more Employment-oriented in view of the changing trends in related fields.

7. **Changes in Fee:** Taking the price index into consideration, teaching technology upgradations are made as required. The Institute and PTU reserve the rights to enhance fees / allied charges during the course at any time.

8. **Payment of Fee:** The payment of fee for the next semester has to be paid in advance as per the policy of the ITFT College but it shall be well before the start of the next semester. The first semester fee has to be paid at the time of admission along with processing fee, security and other charges as per ITFT College rules. If a candidate fails to deposit the fee at the time of admission, the seat shall be allocated to the next candidate in the waiting list. No fee shall be refundable.

9. **Discipline:** Students are required to observe decorum while attending the course. The Management reserves the right to serve warning(s) or to suspend the student(s) on violation of the disciplinary code of conduct.

10. **Punctuality/Regular Attendance:** Students are required to observe punctuality at classes as well as functions. They should have minimum 75% attendance in classes to appear in the semester examinations.

11. **Leave:** No student shall be allowed to leave the Institute or go out of station without prior written permission from Principal ITFT College. In case of urgent work and sickness the candidate shall fill the leave form duly signed by the Mentor and counter signed by Principal.

12. **Dress Code:** The Institute has a stipulated uniform which has to be worn by students on Mondays and Fridays, Guest Lecture Days and on specific occasions. Students are advised to be appropriately dressed at all times and are not at all allowed to enter the campus in casuals.

13. **Care of Institute Property:** Any student found guilty of damaging the property of the Institute or violating any rule shall be penalised by imposing fine appropriately by the administration of the Institute.

14. **Claiming Compensation:** In case of any injury or death occurring during bonafide training / activity, field visits, trips undertaken by students on their own or by ITFT for training etc., the Management at ITFT and PTU shall not be liable to pay any compensation to the affected person or his / her parents. Next of Kin (NOK) or entertain any monetary claim preferred in the same connection.

15. **Change of Address:** Students have to inform the institute in case of changing their Permanent / Local Address and Mobile/Telephone number during their course of studies at ITFT in writing within 24 hours.

The rules & regulations as prescribed by Punjab Technical University and ITFT College shall be applicable to all the students.
University Toppers

TARING ANA
MMS ATH - Rank - 8

Lham Tsering Janglu
MMS ATH - Rank 8

Pinky Das
MMCMEM Rank-1

Pooja
MMCMM Rank-2

Simronjot Kaur
BMS MEFT Rank-3

Yangzey Sherpa
BMS MEFT Rank-4

Amandeep Singh
BMS MEFT Rank-5

DAWA ZAM
BMS RD - Rank-1

JARINA GURUNG
BMS RD- Rank-2

HABIB ULLAH
BMS RD- Rank-3

DEACHEN WANGMO
BMS RD-Rank-4

SABIN RAI
BMS RD-Rank-5
University Toppers

GURINDER PAL SINGH  
MMS SI - Rank-1

GURPREET SINGH  
MMS SI - Rank-2

JATINDER PAL SINGH  
MMS SI - Rank-3

JAYANT PAL  
MMS SI - Rank-4

SUMI SUBBA  
MMS SI - Rank-5

VIJAY PAL SINGH NARULA  
MMS SI - Rank-6

GAYMIT LEPCHA  
MMS SI - Rank-7

SANJAY KUMAR AHUJA  
MMS SI - Rank-8

RANJIT GURUNG  
MMS SI - Rank-9

DAITHUN BASUMATARY  
MMS SI - Rank-1

PRIYANKA BOKALIAL  
MMS E&C - Rank-1

ASHA DEVI  
MMS E&C - Rank-2

JUNALI EKRU  
MMS E&C - Rank-3
GLIMPSES OF ANNUAL CONVOCATION & PRIZE DISTRIBUTION
OUR DEEP GRATITUDE TO CORPORATE RECRUITERS...

The Placement Cell provides Campus Recruitment for all our students, depending on their overall performance as per our internal merit list. It maintains a good relationship with the leading corporates of the nation to provide quality, trained Human Resource.

& many more ...
COLLEGE MANAGEMENT

Lt. Gen. Kamal Jit Singh (Retd) (PVSM, AVSM and Bar)
Chief Patron

Maj Gen M. S. Kandal (Retd.)
Sr. Advisor - ITFT

Mrs. Indu Sharma
Chief Mentor
ITFT Education Group

Col Inder Mohan (Retd.)
Principal

OVERSEAS ADVISORS

• Prof Satinder Dhiman
  Associate Dean, Woodbury University, Burbank, California, USA

• Ivana Modena, Ph.D
  President & Academic Director
  Sustainability Management School (SUMAS) - Switzerland

• Prof. 'Paul' Pornthep SriNarula
  Bangkok, Thailand

• Mr. Amarjit S Marwah
  Chairman Indian-American Friendship Society, California, USA

• Prof Alastair M. Morrison
  Purdue University, USA

• Marie Andren
  Advisor, Health & Wellness - Education & Skills Development, Sweden

• Mr. Vikas Malhotra
  Advisor Canada

• Mr. Vimal Sharma
  Advisor U.K.

• Dr Arun Gupta
  Global Ayurvedic Advisor

ADVISORY BOARD

Sh. B.K. Goswami, IAS (Retd.)
Chief Patron - ITFT Education Group
Former Secretary Tourism, Govt. of India

Prem Prashant, IAS (Retd.)
Patron - ITFT Education Group
Former Chief Secy, Haryana

Mr Manmohan Singh
Eminent Writer & Director
Chairman, Media & Entertainment Department

PANEL OF ADVISORS

Defence Personnel Resettlement & Welfare

• Air Marshal R S Bedi, AVSM, VM (Retd)
• Maj Gen Rajendra Nath, PVSM (Retd)
• Maj Gen Ugrasen Yadava, VSM (Retd)
• Maj Gen. Harwant Krishan (Retd.)
• Brig Ranjit Banerji (Retd)
• Lt Col Rohit Aggarwal (Retd)
• Col Suresh Kumar (Retd)
• Col S.R. Choudhary (Retd)
INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY & FUTURE TRENDS
(Affiliated to IKG Punjab Technical University)

Corporate Office: Chandigarh
SCO 1, Level-III, Opp. Park Plaza Hotel,
Sector 17-D, Chandigarh - 160017
Ph: 0172-2727271, 72 / 73

ITFT College Campus: New Chandigarh
8 km from PGI, Eco City Ph-II,
Sector-11, New Chandigarh - 140110
E-mail: admission@itft.edu.in

Education for Employment & Entrepreneurship